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sure of his notes ; but the licence of his tempo rubato goes
beyond all reasonable limits," he was not the only one
to attack Paderewski on that score. To-day that attitude
seems less comprehensible. Authoritative knowledge of
musical history has shown that most of the composers
mentioned by Paderewski were guilty of using tempo
rubato " beyond all reasonable limits." None used it more
than Chopin; but the press long continued to attack
Paderewski's rendering of Chopin's works. Did not Berlioz
say about Chopin that he " chafed at the bridle of the
measure " and that " he could not play in strict time " ?
And one of the greatest authorities on Chopin, Liszt, wrote
in his " Life of Chopin " : " This manner of execution . . .
was first indicated by the words, Tempo Rubato, affixed
to his works : a tempo broken, agitated, interrupted. . . .
This direction is no longer to be found in his later pro-
ductions : he was persuaded that if the player understood
them he would divine this regular irregularity. All his
compositions ought to be played with this accentuated and
measured swaying and rocking. . . ."
Only a man with a deep conviction of his own possibilities
could become such an ardent defender of tempo rubato as
Paderewski, who knew that he could not be judged by
the orthodox standards applicable to the average " brilliant
pianist." His talent required the independence that only
tempo rubato could offer the tempo "stolen" by the
interpreter from the directions of the composer. To
Paderewski tempo rubato stood for the superiority of the
man who knows that he is master. Had he not had the
emotional and the technical aptitude to show quite clearly
that his ideas about tempo rubato were right, they must
have sounded false ; but his Schumann, his Liszt, his
Chopin, even his Beethoven were the most persuasive
illustrations of what he meant by the advantage of tempo
rubato.
Tempo rubatO) however, was only one instance of
his musical method. Another was his use of the pedal.

